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Ted Doraisamy came highly recommended to terra cordis through past Clients of ours. We needed some 
assistance with our companies' strategic direction and had heard that Ted would be the best for the job. 

The process that Ted took us through was a Facilitated 3 step one. The first looked back at recent history 
and clarified competencies, the second step was to identify the business pillarslcritical success factors, and 
the third was to develop strategies for each. 

Where terra cordis is now would definitely be linked to the time and work we had done with Ted as he was 
able to give us a nice solid grounding from which to grow the business. 

A lot of the success of the process that Ted took us through was due to his understanding of our business 
and the models that we were applying. This made it much easier for us to at terra cordis to achieve the 
goals that both us and Ted set. 

Another reason for the success of our sessions with Ted can be drawn from his easy going but directed 
facilitation style. As we are a training organisation it was a tremendous advantage for us to work with 
someone who is very innovative in his delivery and the tools that he uses. His approached appealed to all 
our different learning styles which helped to facilitate his ideas. 

We can see great advantages in working with Ted and lmstrat as they provide the skills that are needed to 
produced quality outcomes for your needs. Ted is able to apply himself to your situation and see where the 
best direction is for your business. 

We can highly recommend Ted Doraisamy and lmstrat to your company be it from 5 to 25 people or from 5 
to 25 years old. He is able to apply the skills he has learnt and develop results that will be both 
personalised to your business and have the outcomes that you are looking for. 
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